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AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 1 

As Chief Customer & Marketing Officer and Executive Vice President for the 2 

United States Postal Service, I am responsible for all corporate strategies and initiatives 3 

to increase revenue and contribution and to improve the experience of all customers 4 

from individuals and small businesses, to large corporations and commercial mailers.  5 

Currently, the Customer and Marketing Office encompasses Customer Experience, 6 

Global Business, Marketing, Product Solutions, and Sales.   7 

I began my career with the Postal Service in 1989 as an intern.  Since that time, I 8 

have held many leadership roles within the Postal Service including vice president of 9 

marketing, product management executive director, pricing manager, and transactions 10 

and correspondence manager.  11 

I hold a Master of Business Administration degree in marketing from the 12 

University of Maryland and a Bachelor’s degree in economics from Columbia University. 13 

 14 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 1 

Background:  The Postal Service’s annual mail volumes have been declining 2 

over the last decade and are expected to continue to decline.1  Declining volumes have 3 

had a major effect on the Postal Service’s profitability due to the high fixed costs 4 

intrinsic to a network industry such as postal services.  The requirements of the 5 

universal service obligation—such as delivery and collection six days a week—limit the 6 

Postal Service’s ability to control these fixed costs.2  As described by witness Whiteman 7 

(USPS-T-2), these and other constraints limit the Postal Service’s ability to raise 8 

revenues and reduce costs.3  The nature of the financial challenges that we face 9 

necessitates that the Postal Service manage costs within our control.   10 

Additionally, our current ability to deliver mail within existing service standards 11 

leaves significant room for improvement.4  As noted by witness Cintron (USPS-T-1), we 12 

have not consistently met our goals for meeting service standards.5  This highlights our 13 

need to make service standards and operational changes to improve our service 14 

capability.  15 

Accordingly, we recommend changes to the service standards for a portion of 16 

First-Class Mail (“FCM”), which will leave 61 percent of FCM mail volume unaffected by 17 

 
1 USPS Postal Facts, “A Decade of Facts & Figures,” (https://facts.usps.com/table-facts/); USPS Fiscal 
Year 2021 Integrated Financial Plan, Nov. 24, 2020, p. 3 (https://www.prc.gov/dockets/document/115156) 
(hereinafter “FY 2020 Integrated Financial Plan”). 
2 Direct Testimony of Curtis C. Whiteman on Behalf of the United States Postal Service (USPS-T-2), PRC 
Docket No. N2021-1 (Apr. 21, 2021), at p. 1 (hereinafter “Whiteman Direct Testimony”). 
3 Id. (Whiteman Direct Testimony) 
4 Direct Testimony of Robert Cintron on Behalf of the United States Postal Service (USPS-T-1), PRC 
Docket No., N2021-1 (Apr. 21, 2021), at p. 4 (hereinafter “Cintron Direct Testimony”). 
5 Id. at pp. 5-7. 
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the proposed service-standard changes.6  We are also proposing changes to 1 

end-to-end Periodicals’ service standards.  End-to-end Periodicals is a small subset of 2 

total Periodicals volume.  These changes will impact only a portion of end-to-end 3 

Periodicals volumes.  Accordingly, 81 percent of end-to-end Periodicals volume (or, 93 4 

percent of total Periodicals volume) will be unaffected by the proposed service-standard 5 

changes.7 6 

These proposed changes will enable the Postal Service to make network 7 

operational changes that reduce costs and improve transportation efficiency, while 8 

enhancing the reliability of the service we provide.  My testimony describes how 9 

customers are likely to respond to the proposed service-standard changes and 10 

contextualizes the forecasted financial impact of those changes.  It also details the 11 

strategies that we have undertaken to effectively inform the general public and postal 12 

stakeholders of the proposed service-standards and operational changes and to solicit 13 

feedback.  14 

Changing Use of Mail:  Customers’ needs for postal services are changing 15 

rapidly.  FCM mail pieces are steadily decreasing while the number of packages is 16 

increasing rapidly, and the rate of change is likely to accelerate.8  These lost volumes 17 

are largely due to advancements in technology driving changing consumer behavior, 18 

 
6 Direct Testimony of Stephen B. Hagenstein on Behalf of the United States Postal Service (USPS-T-3), 
PRC Docket No., N2021-1 (Apr. 21, 2021), at Library Reference (LR-N2021-1-3: Model Results) 
(hereinafter “Hagenstein Direct Testimony”).  
7 Id.  
8 USPS FY 2020 Annual Report, pp. 2, 45 (https://about.usps.com/what/financials/annual-
reports/fy2020.pdf) (hereinafter “FY 2020 Annual Report”). 
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which resulted in a significant shift of mail volume to digital communications.9  From 1 

FY 2011 to FY 2020, FCM declined by 31 billion mail pieces due to electronic 2 

diversion.10  This trend has been exacerbated by the impact of the COVID-19 3 

pandemic.11   4 

Periodicals12 have declined every year since 1990 driven by a declining 5 

readership due to shifts to digital and internet-based alternatives13 enabling rapid 6 

access to information and news.  This is also true for end-to-end Periodicals, which are 7 

those Periodicals that the Postal Service processes through its entire network.  8 

End-to-end Periodicals volume has declined by 20 percent from FY 2015 to FY 2019. 9 

 In the past, customers primarily used the Postal Service to send their written 10 

communications and information.  Financial institutions, insurance companies, utility 11 

companies, and other entities mostly relied on the Postal Service to send and receive 12 

transactional mail to and from households.  Customers also used the Postal Service to 13 

deliver daily newspapers and weekly, monthly, and quarterly magazines, publications, 14 

and journals to businesses and households.   15 

Today, more consumers and businesses demand instantaneous correspondence 16 

and information and rely on electronic sources to meet those needs.14  This stands in 17 

 
9 USPS FY 2020 10-K, pp. 25-26 (https://about.usps.com/what/financials/10k-reports/fy2020.pdf) 
(hereinafter “FY 2020 10-K”). 
10 Direct Testimony of Thomas E. Thress on Behalf of the United States Postal Service (USPS-T-5), PRC 
Docket No. N2021-1 (Apr. 21, 2021), at p. 22 (hereinafter “Thress Direct Testimony”). 
11 FY 2020 10-K at p. 26. 
12 Periodicals are magazines, newspapers, and other publications that have a required frequency. 
13 USPS FY 2019 Household Diary Study, Mar. 2020, p. 2. 
(https://www.prc.gov/docs/113/113300/2019%20Household%20Diary%20Study Final.pdf) (hereinafter 
“FY 2019 HDS”). 
14 Id. at p. 1; USPS Strategic Transformation Plan, 2005, pp. 7-8 (https://about.usps.com/strategic-
planning/stp2006-2010.pdf). 
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sharp contrast to the past.  As an example, households previously flooded the Postal 1 

Service with calls if their TV Guide—a publication listing all the televisions shows to be 2 

broadcast that week by date and time—did not arrive on time.  Now, consumers who 3 

would have relied on hard copies of TV Guide find their favorite shows’ broadcast time 4 

instantly on the internet using computers, mobile devices or their digital cable service, or 5 

simply watch their favorite television shows at a later time using their on-demand or 6 

DVR features.   7 

Consumers’ needs for transactional mail has also changed.  Consumers have 8 

been increasingly accepting bills and statements electronically, often on their mobile 9 

devices.15  Due to technological advancements, more businesses are offering their 10 

customers online payment options, and businesses are encouraging customers to 11 

embrace these options through financial incentives and penalties.16   12 

 While consumers’ and businesses’ needs and market dynamics have rapidly 13 

changed, there are still aspects of postal services that continue to have value and are 14 

relied on.  The Postal Service and the Postal Service’s Office of Inspector General 15 

(“OIG”) have found that consumers generally trust physical bills and statements 16 

received by mail, and those physical documents served as a recordkeeping tool and a 17 

reminder to pay to many consumers.17  Surveys conducted during the COVID-19 18 

 
15 FY 2019 HDS at pp. 25, 29. 
16 See USPS Office of Inspector General, RARC-WP-18-007, Transactional Mail: Implications for the 
Postal Service (Apr. 16, 2018), p. 13 (https://www.uspsoig.gov/sites/default/files/document-library-
files/2019/RARC-WP-18-007.pdf) (hereinafter “Transactional Mail OIG Report”); Greg Iacurci, Electronic 
Payments Usage is Up, But Comes with Privacy Issues for Consumers, CNBC (Jan. 15, 2020) 
(https://www.cnbc.com/2020/01/15/digital-payments-usage-is-up-but-comes-with-consumer-privacy-
issues.html); Herb Weisbaum, Switching to Digital Billing Statements? Here’s What You Need to Know, 
NBC News (Jan. 23, 2019), (https://www.nbcnews.com/better/lifestyle/switching-digital-billing-statements-
here-s-what-you-need-know-ncna961176). 
17 FY 2019 HDS at p. 33; Transactional Mail OIG Report at pp. 7, 14. 
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pandemic found that consumers especially valued the tactile connection from physical 1 

mail.18    2 

 These demand factors and trends provide the necessary context in 3 

understanding how demand is likely to respond to adding additional days to a small 4 

portion of the FCM and end-to-end Periodicals service standards.   5 

Summary of the Impact of Proposed Service Standard Changes:  To 6 

understand whether, and to what extent, the proposed service standard changes will 7 

impact volume for FCM and Periodicals,19 the Postal Service hired Thomas E. Thress of 8 

RCF Economic and Financial Consulting, Inc. to conduct an analysis of historical data to 9 

evaluate the relationship between mail volume for FCM and Periodicals and changes in 10 

delivery time.20  The underlying assumption for this analysis was that the proposed 11 

service standard changes would result in increased delivery times for a portion of FCM 12 

and Periodicals.   13 

For both FCM and Periodicals, witness Thress found that electronic diversion, 14 

not increased delivery times, is primarily responsible for the decline in mail volume.  15 

Using the historical analysis, Thress also estimated the impact of the Postal Service’s 16 

 
18 See USPS Market Research & Insights, COVID Mail Attitudes: Understanding & Impact, Nov. 2020, 
slides 3, 5-6 (hereinafter “COVID Mail Attitudes”).  Please find relevant excerpts of COVID Mail Attitudes 
at Attachment One.  
19 Witness Thress first evaluated whether a relationship exists between changes in delivery times and 
end-to-end Periodicals given that the proposed service standard changes impact only end-to-end 
Periodicals.  This analysis did not produce statistically meaningful results, so Thress used all Periodicals 
volume in lieu of end-to-end Periodicals volume.  
20 See Thress Direct Testimony.  Neither the Postal Service nor witness Thress estimated the impact of 
the proposed service standard changes on Marketing Mail’s volumes, revenue, and contribution.  At the 
most, 0.2% of all Marketing Mail volume may be impacted by these proposed service standard changes; 
however, it is anticipated that this volume will continue to meet the current Marketing Mail service 
standards.  Hagenstein Direct Testimony at Library Reference (LR-N2021-1-3: Model Results). 
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 Overall, the proposed service standard changes are anticipated to have a 1 

nominal impact on FCM and Periodical contribution (which have been subjected to 2 

years-long declines due to electronic diversion).  More broadly, the changes result in a 3 

realignment of the network that allows the us to be more reliable, a key driver of 4 

satisfaction for customers. 5 

I. BACKGROUND 6 

A. Definitions of First-Class Mail and Periodicals 7 

The proposed service standard changes will impact a portion of FCM and 8 

end-to-end Periodicals.  FCM includes correspondence and transactional mail, such as 9 

personal letters, greeting cards, bills and statements, and payment of bills.  It consists of 10 

Single-Piece and Presorted letters, cards,21 and flats22 destined for either domestic or 11 

international inbound or outbound delivery.  FCM mail pieces account for 41 percent of 12 

mail flow today and is a vital aspect of American life.23   13 

Single-Piece FCM refers to a subset of FCM that does not have any sortation or 14 

minimum piece requirement; this product is available to the public and commercial 15 

mailers.  Single-Piece FCM is comprised primarily of correspondence, payments, and 16 

bills and statements, mailed by both consumers and businesses.  In contrast, Presort is 17 

a discounted postage category that is available only for mailings with at least 500 pieces 18 

that also meets presortation and other mail preparation requirements.  Presort mail 19 

 
21 A card is a letter-sized mail piece of cardstock without an envelope, defined by its dimensions and 
physical construction.  An example of a card is a postcard.   
22 The Postal Service uses the word “flats” to refer to large envelopes or flat-sized mail. 
23 FY 2020 Annual Report at p. 24. 
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pieces mostly consist of bills and statements, correspondence, and advertising and 1 

represent the largest share of mail received by households.  2 

Periodicals is a mail class consisting of newspapers, magazines, journals, and 3 

newsletters that are issued at regular, specified intervals to subscribers.  Mailers must 4 

receive prior Postal Service authorization to send mail at the “Periodicals” rate.  This 5 

mail class accounts for 3.1 percent of all USPS mail volume.24  6 

End-to-end Periodicals is a subset of all Periodicals.  End-to-end Periodicals 7 

utilize the entire Postal Service network, as opposed to “destination-entered” mail that 8 

bypasses most of the Postal Service’s processing network for entry at a postal facility 9 

closer to the mail’s final destination.  An example of an end-to-end Periodical is 10 

Collegiate Baseball Newspaper, which is published twice a month from January to May 11 

and once in June, July, September, and October for a total of 14 issues per year.  In 12 

Fiscal Year 2019, end-to-end Periodicals represented around 23.2 percent of all 13 

Periodicals volume and less than 1 percent of all mail volume.25  End-to-end Periodicals 14 

are the only Periodicals affected by the proposed service-standard change. 15 

B. Trends in Mail Volume 16 

First Class:  FCM volume continues to decline, with decreases of 3.6 percent in 17 

2018, 3.1 percent in FY 2019, and 4.2 percent in FY 2020, due primarily to the 18 

continuing migration toward electronic communication and transaction alternatives.26  19 

For FY 2021, which began October 1, 2020, the Postal Service projects a 5.7 percent 20 

 
24 Id. 
25 Id. at p. 25. 
26 FY 2020 10-K at p. 26. 
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decline in FCM volume.27  Single-Piece volumes are expected to decline more rapidly 1 

than Presort volumes.  The FY 2021 forecast reflects the ongoing migration of 2 

communications and transactions out of FCM into electronic mediums, as well as the 3 

loss of unique situations that bolstered FCM volumes in FY 2020, such as census 4 

surveys.28   5 

Periodicals:  Periodicals volume decreased by 13.6 percent in FY 2020 and 7.2 6 

percent in FY 2019.29  The Postal Service forecasts a continuing decline, by 0.4 billion 7 

pieces or approximately 10 percent, in FY 2021.30  End-to-end periodical volume is also 8 

declining; it declined by 20 percent from FY 2015 to FY 2019.   9 

C. Electronic Substitution Is Decreasing First-Class Mail Volume 10 

A key driver of declining mail volumes is the increasing use of digital 11 

communications alternatives via the internet and mobile phones.31  Businesses 12 

increasingly offer “paperless” billing, sometimes offering customers an incentive to 13 

receive electronic bills.32  On the other side of the transaction, consumers more 14 

frequently pay bills online instead of sending checks via the mail.33  FCM advertisers 15 

are also increasingly switching from physical to Internet and mobile delivery 16 

 
27 FY 2020 Integrated Financial Plan at p. 4. 
28 Id. 
29 FY 2020 10-K at p. 30. 
30 FY 2021 Integrated Financial Plan at p. 4. 
31 Thress Direct Testimony at p. 22; FY 2019 HDS at p. 13. 
32 Nasdaq, Issuers Use Incentives to Push Paperless Billing (Jan. 10, 2011) 
(https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/issuers-use-incentives-push-paperless-billing-2011-01-10).  
33 FY 2019 HDS at p. 30; see Greg Iacurci, Electronic Payments Usage is Up, But Comes with Privacy 
Issues for Consumers, CNBC (Jan. 15, 2020) (https://www.cnbc.com/2020/01/15/digital-payments-usage-
is-up-but-comes-with-consumer-privacy-issues.html). 
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mechanisms.34  Businesses are expected to continue to expand their use of electronic 1 

delivery, which is a lower cost means to communicate and transact with customers.35  2 

Consumers have also adapted to real-time availability of information and news through 3 

digital channels which dampens demand for hard-copy reading material sent through 4 

the mail.36 5 

Despite the move toward electronic delivery, demand for physical mail persists.  6 

The Postal Service’s FY 2020 Household Diary Survey found that bill and statements 7 

represented about 41 percent of total FCM volume received by households, or about 8 

14.5 billion mail pieces.37  Almost all households receive at least one utility bill via FCM 9 

each month.38  Additionally, many people rely on physical mail as a reminder to ensure 10 

that credit card statements, utility bills, overdue notices, and other important items do 11 

not get buried in an e-mail inbox.39  In fact, the “Mail Moments” survey commissioned by 12 

the Postal Service showed that in the Fall of 2020, 55 percent of households received 13 

bills by mail and 87 percent of respondents in the survey said that they looked through 14 

their mail to avoid discarding valuable information.40  Some consumers prefer bills and 15 

statements received by mail because they worry about security and their personal data 16 

 
34 See FY 2019 HDS at p. 37. 
35 Herb Weisbaum, Switching to Digital Billing Statements? Here’s What You Need to Know, NBC News 
(Jan. 23, 2019), (https://www.nbcnews.com/better/lifestyle/switching-digital-billing-statements-here-s-
what-you-need-know-ncna961176); FY 2020 Integrated Financial Plan at p. 4. 
36 FY 2019 HDS at pp. 1-2, 13. 
37 Forthcoming USPS Fiscal Year 2020 Household Diary Study. 
38 See Summit Research, “USPS Mail Moments,” Oct. 2020, slide 38 (hereinafter “USPS Mail Moments”). 
Please find relevant excerpts of USPS Mail Moments at Attachment One.  
39 See USPS Mail Moments at slide 45 (reporting that, in the Fall of 2020, 60% of respondents agreed 
with the statement “I worry that if a bill is sent by email I might miss it”). 
40 USPS Mail Moments at slides 41, 62. 
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privacy when bills are sent via e-mail.41  Bills received by mail also serve the functions 1 

of record keeping and reminding a consumer to pay a bill.42   2 

Consumers also value the connection they can feel from physical mail.  The “Mail 3 

Moments” survey also found that 87 percent of respondents agreed with the statement 4 

that receiving a handwritten letter, note, or card had a lot of value.43  That has been of 5 

special importance during the COVID-19 pandemic, as it remains a safe way to connect 6 

with other people.44 7 

II. ESTIMATE OF IMPACT ON FIRST-CLASS MAIL  8 

A. Methodology 9 

Witness Thress evaluated whether the proposed service standard changes 10 

would impact FCM volume, revenue, and contribution.  To do so, Thress examined 11 

whether a relationship exists between changes in delivery times and FCM volume by 12 

using a set of econometric demand equations which relate mail volumes to factors 13 

which have influenced mail volumes historically.45  Thress looked at six equations, one 14 

for each of “Workshared” (Or “Presort”) Letters, Cards, and Flats, and “Single-Piece” 15 

Letters, Cards, and Flats.  These demand equations and other details of the 16 

econometric analysis are provided in Direct Testimony of Thomas E. Thress on Behalf 17 

 
41 USPS Mail Moments at slide 45 (reporting that 52% of respondents either completely agree or 
somewhat agree with the statement “I worry about security of my personal information when bills are sent 
me to me through email”); slide 62 (noting that 59% of respondents either agree completely or agree 
somewhat with the statement “I worry less about privacy with mail than with digital communication”).   
42 Transactional Mail OIG Report at p. 7. 
43 USPS Mail Moments at slide 62.  
44 COVID Mail Attitudes at slides 3, 5.  
45 Advisory Opinion on Mail Processing Network Rationalization Service Changes, PRC Docket No. 
N2012-1 (Sept. 28, 2012), at pp. 70-71 (noting that a revealed preference study or econometric analysis 
would be helpful in determining the impact of the proposed service standard change).   
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of the United States Postal Service (USPS-T-5), PRC Docket No. N2021-1 (April 21, 1 

2021).  2 

The demand equations used here are similar to those used in the annual January 3 

filings made with the PRC pursuant to Commission Rule 3050.26.46  Here, however, 4 

average days to delivery (“Delivery Time”) was added as variable in each of the six 5 

relevant FCM equations.  The Delivery Time data was compiled by quarter from FY 6 

2009-Q3 through FY 2020-Q4 and for selected quarters prior to FY 2009-Q3.  Based on 7 

the data available, average delivery times appear relatively constant in the years 8 

preceding FY 2009.   9 

Next, witness Thress estimated the amount of impact on FCM’s volume, 10 

revenue, and contribution using the historical analysis as the basis for the forecast.  11 

Thress assumed that the proposed service standard changes would result in increased 12 

delivery times.  His findings are discussed in detail below.  13 

B. First-Class Mail Findings 14 

Witness Thress found that mail volume is less sensitive to changes in Delivery 15 

Time as compared to other factors in demand.47  The primary factor driving volume loss 16 

is electronic diversion.  Over the last decade, FCM volume has declined.  Most of the 17 

loss, around 31.1 billion pieces, were due to electronic diversion; 456 million pieces 18 

were lost due to longer delivery times.  Expressed differently, about 1.8 percent of the 19 

total decline in FCM volume over a decade appears to be the result of increase in 20 

delivery days.  A table showing each primary driver of volume decline is shown below: 21 

 
46 See, e.g., USPS Econometric Estimates of Demand Elasticity for All Postal Products, FY 2020, Jan. 20, 
2021 (https://www.prc.gov/dockets/document/115871).  
47 Thress Direct Testimony at pp. 20, 22.  
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volumes do not appear to be as sensitive to changes in Delivery Time.  A possible 1 

explanation for the different sensitivities between Presort and Single-Piece First-Class 2 

mail is their differing customer profiles:  uniformly businesses (Presort) versus a more 3 

diverse mix that includes consumers (Single-Piece).  There is an industry of printers and 4 

mail service providers which cater to Presort mailers by providing value-added features.  5 

These features include enhancements in mail preparation and options to enter mail 6 

further into the postal network to achieve faster and more affordable delivery service, 7 

thereby mitigating or avoiding the effects of changes in Delivery Time.  We would 8 

anticipate that the mailing industry will be able to adopt similar measures to mitigate or 9 

avoid the impacts of this proposed change, and we will work closely with the industry on 10 

such matters. 11 

The lower sensitivity of Presort mail to changes in Delivery Time is an important 12 

finding.  It suggests that the estimated impact to FCM is unlikely to be significant given 13 

that Presort Letters account for 65 percent of overall FCM volume and Single-Piece 14 

Letters is 28 percent.55     15 

Witness Thress used his historical analysis as a basis for projecting how FCM 16 

volume would respond to the proposed service standard changes.  To develop the 17 

projections, Thress evaluated the impact to FCM volume if Delivery Time increased by 18 

18 percent as a result of the proposed service standard changes and kept price and 19 

cost constant.  The projected loss to FCM contribution as a result of the proposed 20 

service standard changes is 105.6 million.56  The resulting loss to volume is 497.9 21 

 
55 USPS Revenue, Pieces and Weight (RPW) Report for Quarter 4, FY 2020 
(https://www.prc.gov/docs/115/115091/FY2020Q4-RPWsummaryreport-PUBLIC.xls). 
56 Thress Direct Testimony at p. 37. 
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million pieces, which represents 0.95 percent of total FCM volumes in FY 2020.57  The 1 

projected impact to gross revenue is $241.4 million.58   2 

III. ESTIMATE OF IMPACT ON PERIODICALS  3 

A. Methodology 4 

The proposed service standard changes are also expected to impact a portion of 5 

end-to-end Periodicals volume that travels through the FCM network.  The impacted 6 

end-to-end Periodical mail pieces comprise only a small fraction of total end-to-end 7 

Periodicals volume (19 percent) and an even smaller fraction of total Periodicals volume 8 

(7 percent).59  Given the relatively small proportion of volume impacted, Thress 9 

evaluated the relationship between average days to delivery (“Delivery Time”) and 10 

volume for both end-to-end Periodicals and all Periodicals.  Thress ultimately selected 11 

the all Periodicals analysis because those results were more statistically meaningful 12 

than end-to-end Periodicals.   13 

To evaluate the relationship between Periodicals volume and changes in Delivery 14 

Time, Thress used the three Periodicals demand equations filed annually with the PRC 15 

pursuant to Commission Rule 3050.26 as a starting point.  Those demand equations 16 

are for the following subclasses of Periodicals:  Regular Rate, Nonprofit (including 17 

Classroom), and Within County.  Here, however, Delivery Time was added as variable 18 

in each of the three relevant Periodicals equations.  For Delivery Times, Thress used 19 

data compiled by quarter from FY 2014-Q1 through FY 2020-Q4.  The demand 20 

equations and other details of the econometric analysis are provided in Direct 21 

 
57 Id.; FY 2020 Annual Report at p. 24. 
58 Thress Direct Testimony at p. 37. 
59 Hagenstein Direct Testimony at Library Reference (LR-N2021-1-3: Model Results). 
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Testimony of Thomas E. Thress on Behalf of the United States Postal Service 1 

(USPS-T-5), PRC Docket No. N2021-1 (Apr. 21, 2021).   2 

B. Periodicals Findings 3 

Witness Thress’s findings for Periodicals were identical to his FCM findings:  the 4 

primary driver in Periodicals volume loss is electronic diversion.  Since 2014, 5 

Periodicals volume has declined by 2.9 billion pieces, which is entirely due to electronic 6 

diversion.60  Thress’s findings are also consistent with our understanding of demand 7 

trends for Periodicals.  Regular surveys conducted by the Postal Service showed that 8 

“readership and circulation for all types of [P]eriodicals fell rapidly as the Internet 9 

provided an inexpensive, and often free, source of news and information.”61   10 

Thress used his historical analysis as a basis for projecting how Periodicals 11 

contribution will respond to the proposed changes to the service standard.  To develop 12 

the projections, Thress evaluated the impact to Periodicals if Delivery Time increased 13 

by 18 percent as a result of the proposed service standard changes and holding price 14 

and costs constant.  Thress also adjusted the projected impact estimate because only 15 

7 percent of all Periodicals volume will be affected by the proposed service standard 16 

changes.  Further, all Periodicals are likely to be more sensitive to changes in Delivery 17 

Time as compared to end-to-end Periodicals due to the inclusion of more time-sensitive 18 

mail pieces, thus the forecasted impact is likely to be overestimated.   19 

The projected impact to Periodicals contribution is $0.8 million.62  The positive 20 

contribution for Periodicals is due to attributable costs per piece being higher than 21 

 
60 Thress Direct Testimony at pp. 34-35. 
61 FY 2019 HDS at p. 2. 
62 Thress Direct Testimony at p. 38. 
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revenue per piece for this mail class.63  The resulting loss to volume is 4.0 million 1 

pieces, which represents 0.10 percent of total Periodicals, and the loss to revenue is 2 

$1.1 million.64    3 

IV. ESTIMATE OF IMPACT TO CUSTOMER SATISFICATION 4 

The proposed changes are unlikely to have a meaningful impact on customer 5 

satisfaction.  The top five drivers of customer satisfaction are:  (1) reliability; (2) 6 

consistently delivers the mail when expected; (3) provides fast mail delivery; (4) “keeps 7 

my mail safe;” and (5) delivers to the correct address.65  The proposed changes are 8 

unlikely to materially impact these drivers of customer satisfaction.  Rather, the Postal 9 

Service designed the changes in order to improve the top two drivers:  reliability and 10 

consistently delivers the mail when expected.  11 

Our proposed changes to FCM and Periodicals service standards will enable the 12 

Postal Service to implement cost-saving and efficiency-improving transportation network 13 

changes.66  The resulting cost-savings are expected to outweigh the estimated 14 

contribution loss, thereby improving the Postal Service’s financial sustainability and 15 

extending the availability of universal service.67  The continued availability of universal 16 

service—including six-day delivery for mail—is one of the reasons that our customers 17 

and general public find the Postal Service valuable.  This initiative and other key 18 

initiatives will help the Postal Service ensure continued universal service for all our 19 

 
63 See USPS Annual Compliance Review FY 2020, USPS-FY20-1-FY 2020 Public Cost and Revenue 
Analysis Report, Dec. 29, 2020 (https://www.prc.gov/docs/115/115617/USPS-FY20-
1%20Preface.CRA.Report.pdf).  
64 Thress Direct Testimony at p. 38. 
65 Q4’20 BHT at p. 33. 
66 Cintron Direct Testimony at p. 34. 
67 Id. at p. 32. 
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customers, with significantly increased reliability.68  Reliable universal service is an 1 

important part of our value proposition to customers, and hence is pivotal to our 2 

success.  Thus, these proposed changes will help ensure that our customers and the 3 

general public continue to find the Postal Service to be reliable thereby likely improving 4 

our customer satisfaction scores.  5 

The efficiency-improving network changes will improve our ability to deliver 6 

consistently within customers’ expectations.69  These changes were designed to 7 

improve our service capability which will result in meeting our service standards and 8 

service performance goals on a more consistent basis.  As previously noted, we will set 9 

our service performance targets to 95 percent once the new service standards are 10 

established, and we expect to meet or exceed those standards on a consistent basis.  11 

Consistent service performance will likely better align customers’ expectations with 12 

actual delivery performance.  As a result, these proposed changes may improve 13 

customer satisfaction and minimize any financial impact resulting from the changes by 14 

increasing the Postal Service’s ability to consistently deliver mail within the customers’ 15 

expectations.   16 

While the proposed changes will increase our service standards for a portion of 17 

FCM and end-to-end Periodicals, these changes are unlikely to materially impact the 18 

third top driver of customer satisfaction:  fast delivery.  Many customers’ expectations of 19 

delivery times may already be aligned with the proposed service standard changes.  An 20 

 
68 See USPS Press Release, United States Postal Service Unveils 10-Year Plan to Achieve Financial 
Sustainability and Service Excellence, Mar. 23, 2021 (https://about.usps.com/newsroom/national-
releases/2021/0323-usps-unveils-10-year-plan-to-achieve-financial-sustainability-and-service-
excellence.htm). 
69 Cintron Direct Testimony at pp. 32-33. 
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OIG report noted that “[w]hile existing service standards for FCM is three to five days, 1 

we completed a nationally representative survey in 2019 that demonstrated 71 percent 2 

of respondents expected their sent to mail to arrive in seven days.”70  This suggests that 3 

some customers may not be impacted by the service standard changes as they have 4 

already expected longer delivery times than our current service standards.  Additionally, 5 

these changes impact only a portion of FCM and a small segment of Periodicals 6 

volume.  Specifically, 61 percent of FCM mail volume will not be impacted by the 7 

proposed service standard changes, and 93 percent of Periodicals volume will not be 8 

affected.71   9 

In sum, I do not anticipate that the proposed changes will materially impact 10 

customer satisfaction.  Indeed, the proposed changes may even improve customer 11 

satisfaction by ensuring that the Postal Service remains reliable and consistently 12 

delivers within customers’ and the general public’s expectations.   13 

V. COMMUNICATIONS PLAN 14 

 The communications plan is critical to the success of the proposed service 15 

standard changes.  For this initiative to be effectively implemented, we need the input of 16 

the public and postal stakeholders.72  The communications plan facilitates these integral 17 

partnerships.   18 

A. Overview 19 

Partnerships are created when stakeholders are engaged in the process.  To 20 

drive engagement, we developed communications strategies that seek to effectively 21 

 
70 Peak Air Transportation OIG Audit Report at p. 12. 
71 Hagenstein Testimony at Library Reference (LR-N2021-1-3: Model Results).  
72 The following terms are used interchangeably: “stakeholders” and “the public and postal stakeholders.” 
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inform the general public and postal stakeholders and provide forums where the general 1 

public and stakeholders can ask questions and provide feedback.  We also have a 2 

process for the Postal Service to receive and consider feedback as part of evaluating or 3 

revising the service standards. 4 

B. Effectively Informing the General Public and Postal Stakeholders 5 

Ensuring that the general public and all stakeholders are effectively informed is a 6 

multi-step process that involves all levels of the Postal Service.  First, we identified all 7 

the stakeholders that need to be informed.  Next, we selected productive avenues for 8 

disseminating information to the general public and postal stakeholders.  Finally, we 9 

developed strategies for ensuring that disseminated information is tailored to each type 10 

of stakeholder.   11 

1. Identifying Who Needs to be Informed 12 

The stakeholders comprise two target audiences:  the general public and postal 13 

stakeholders.  Within the broad umbrella of postal stakeholders, we identified a diverse 14 

array of stakeholders ranging from customers to Congress that need to be informed of 15 

the initiative.  Other examples of postal stakeholders include USPS employees, industry 16 

associations, regulators, competitors, suppliers, foreign posts, and countless other 17 

entities and organizations.   18 

2. Identifying Channels of Communications 19 

To disseminate communications to the general public and postal stakeholders, 20 

we relied on the Postal Service’s established channels of communication.  These 21 

channels have a proven track record of success.  For example, the Postal Service 22 

regularly shares ideas and information with business mailers of all sizes through a 23 

network of Postal Customer Councils (“PCC”).  The focus of PCCs is to share 24 
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information about new and existing Postal Service business products, programs, 1 

services, and procedures.  Through these education efforts, the PCC helps industry 2 

members and their organizations grow and develop professionally. 3 

Another communication channel for business mailers is our nationwide Business 4 

Service Network (“BSN”).  The BSN provides service and support for the Postal 5 

Service’s largest customers by addressing service issues, answering questions, and 6 

fulfilling requests.  In addition, bulk mailers of all sizes receive information and support 7 

through the Business Mail Entry Unit Message Center and on our PostalPro website, 8 

which contains a wide range of technical data and links to more information of interest 9 

to business mailers.   10 

Two established channels of communication for major mailing associations and 11 

organizations are the Postmaster General’s Mailers Technical Advisory Committee 12 

(“MTAC”) and Areas Inspiring Mail (“AIM”).  MTAC meets quarterly and has been an 13 

invaluable source of industry input on important plans and actions.  The Postal Service 14 

met with MTAC industry members to discuss the proposed service standards and 15 

operational changes.  We had productive discussions regarding the initiative during 16 

which MTAC members provided insightful feedback.  AIM is designed as a collaborative 17 

method to discuss how the Postal Service and industry can work together to effect 18 

positive changes.  Area meetings take place regularly to ensure consistent 19 

communications.  AIM members also provided insightful feedback on the initiative.  20 

The Postal Service also has an array of established communication channels for 21 

consumers and small businesses.  We developed materials and training to ensure all 22 

employees who interact with the general public and business mailers can explain the 23 
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proposed service standards and operational changes and answer basic questions 1 

related to those matters.  We also communicate with consumers and small business 2 

through our website, to which we added detailed information about the initiative.  Finally, 3 

Corporate Communications regularly provides information about current postal issues 4 

and initiatives to local, regional, national, and social media sources.  We used this 5 

channel to issue press releases in order to inform the general public about the initiative.   6 

3. Ensuring the Information is Clearly Conveyed and Sufficient to 7 
Facilitate Feedback 8 

Effectively informing the general public and postal stakeholders also requires that 9 

the information disseminated clearly conveys the initiative and provides sufficient 10 

information to facilitate meaningful dialogue and feedback.  It further requires providing 11 

enough information to help stakeholders prepare for and adjust to the changes in postal 12 

services and operations contemplated.  Given that each stakeholder has different needs 13 

and will be impacted by the proposed service-standard changes differently, effectively 14 

informing each type of stakeholder requires tailoring the communication to each type of 15 

stakeholder.  As a result, our communication strategies employ different methods for 16 

informing households and small businesses as compared to informing our largest 17 

customers of the initiative.   18 

One communication strategy that remains consistent across the different types of 19 

mailers and stakeholders is to mitigate any confusion relating to the proposed service 20 

standards and operational changes.  Some mailers, such as remittance, election, and 21 

Periodicals mailers, have unique needs and will be impacted by the changes differently 22 

than our other mailers.  For these mailers, we have and will conduct specific outreach 23 

efforts to discuss the changes, in order to mitigate any confusion, and to receive 24 
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feedback on the proposed changes.  This outreach is ongoing and will continue past 1 

implementation.  2 

C. Providing Forums to Receive Feedback 3 

Another component of public and postal stakeholders engagement is to provide 4 

forums where stakeholders can ask questions and provide feedback.  We provided a 5 

variety of different forums tailored to the type of stakeholder.  We hosted webinars for 6 

business mailers to introduce and discuss the proposal as well as to answer any 7 

questions and receive feedback.  For the general public, our employees at customer 8 

care centers are knowledgeable about the proposed service-standard changes and can 9 

answer most questions about the initiative.  These employees can also receive 10 

feedback.   11 

We also established formal processes for receiving feedback.  Under the PAEA, 12 

the Postal Service’s market-dominant service standards are codified as federal 13 

regulations, and the Postal Service typically engages in notice-and-comment processes 14 

when establishing or revising service standards.  Accordingly, the Postal Service will 15 

publish a notice of proposed rulemaking in the Federal Register, which is intended to 16 

solicit public comment.  In previous such rulemakings, comments came from postal 17 

stakeholders, including individual consumers and consumer groups, large and small 18 

mailers, businesses and nonprofit groups, mailer and industry associations, organized 19 

labor, postal employees, and federal, state, and local officials.  The Postal Service plans 20 

to carefully review and consider all comments received.   21 

Prior to initiating the current proceeding, the Postal Service also held a pre-filing 22 

conference on April 6, 2021 for any person interested in the Postal Service’s request for 23 

an advisory opinion and the changes underlying the request pursuant to 39 C.F.R. 24 
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§ 3020.111.  The purpose of this conference was to present the Postal Service’s 1 

proposal and engage in productive and meaningful dialogue with interested persons 2 

with the aim of identifying and addressing concerns.  Conference attendees raised 3 

concerns ranging from whether packages would be impacted by the proposed service 4 

standard changes to how will the changes impact election mail.  Many of the concerns 5 

raised were addressed during the conference,73 and the remaining concerns were 6 

addressed either during the informal meetings74 contemplated by 39 C.F.R. 7 

§ 3020.111(g) or by the direct testimonies.75  While many customers have expressed 8 

general concerns about adjusting delivery times, we believe that the specific 9 

adjustments we are proposing are necessary and appropriate, for the reasons 10 

discussed in this and the other testimonies. 11 

Overall, the strategies underlying the communications plan ensures that the 12 

Postal Service builds the necessary partnerships with the general public and postal 13 

stakeholders to make the proposed services standard changes and network 14 

optimization efforts a success.   15 

VI. CONCLUSION  16 

As electronic diversion and other factors continue to take its toll on the Postal 17 

Service’s volumes and revenues, the Postal Service remains committed to achieving 18 

 
73 For example, at the conference, Postal Service officials provided the proposal’s details and responded 
to questions and concerns relating to which products and service that will be impacted by the proposal. 
74 Postal Service officials informally meet with groups whom raised concerns about the proposal.  For 
example, officials met with remittance mailers, election officials, and periodical mailers to identify and 
address their concerns and answer questions.   
75 For example, a library reference to Hagenstein Direct Testimony addresses concerns relating to 
remittance mail.  The library reference notes that a majority of remittance mail will not be impacted by the 
proposed service standard changes.  Hagenstein Testimony at Library Reference (LR-N2021-1-3: Model 
Results) (finding that, at most, 34% of remittance mail will be impacted by the proposed service standard 
changes).  
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financial sustainability and providing reliable universal service by reducing costs and 1 

improving transportation efficiency, and significantly enhancing service capability 2 

through the proposed service standard changes and other key initiatives.   3 
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This survey was designed by Chadwick Martin Bailey (CMB), a market research firm specializing in custom research.
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